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Marcos Petraza 
As one of the finest tech and house 

DJs of Germany; Marcos Petraza 

is a name to keep an eye on. 
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Marcos Petraza 
Years of experience of mixing up house, tech house, techno, funk and 

downbeat in the club and working the decks as a star, Marcos Petraza is 

a versatile DJ that’ll sets the perfect mood for any type of party, whether 

at the beach, the lounge or in the big room at peak hour. 

His surprise on-stage appearance with Swedish house DJ Hakan 

Ludvigson in Beijing’s top club ‘MIX’ in May 2012 shows that he knows 

how to get the party started anywhere in the world. 

As a producer, Marcos Petraza delivers heavy-set grooves on labels like Jeans Records, 

Kurzstreckenmusik, Bikini Records, Base Legere Records, Dansant and many others. His work 

continuously receives support by DJ´s like Damian J Carter, Peter Brown, Ricky Ryan, Miss Nine, 

DJ Dove, Reza, Hard Rock Sofa, Justin Steel and many others.  

Biography 
Marcos Petraza was born in Germany 1977. 

Beeing a drummer in various bands Marcos Petraza started to make 

music in 1988. Later he started to be more and more fascinated by 

electronic music, he decided at the age of 14 to buy his first turntables 

and a mixer and started spinning vinyl. After a few years he began 

playing in clubs and small events all over Germany.  

Getting the opportunity to play on big events with djs like : Raul Rincon, Roland Casper, Robert 

Babicz, Thomas P. Heckmann, Mighty –T   and many others, his  passion for electronic music 

grew more and more and he decided to produce his own music. 

Contact 

Please Substream / Clubstream for bookings, questions, interviews, features and promo requests. 

The artist is available for radio interviews, guest blog appearances on request. 

Website: http://www.clubstream.se   

Contact person:  Mikael Arthursson +46-708-579-753  

Email: press [AT] substream [DOT] se  

Clubstream’s mobile app: http://clubstream-mob.substream.se  

Press Room 
Visit our press room to download high resolution artist images free to use for press and web: 

http://press.substream.se  
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